English translation of Article:
1 Where did you learn to work with the materials you do?
I consider myself to be primarily self-taught. I have made this type of sculpture since
1992, so I have refined my techniques over many years. Also, during much of that time, I
worked as a professional model maker, building architectural models, prototypes, and
custom props. That training brought a level of expertise in machining, casting and
precision fabrication, which I have subsequently brought to my own work. I did go to art
school, but I don’t feel that it directly influenced what I do.
My sculptures are constructed using a wide range of techniques, each appropriate for the
qualities of that material. The parts are assembled without welding, because heating
would destroy the beautiful patina on the antique metal. I use mechanical fastenings
instead. The sculptures are much more complex than they appear in images. In Ludwig,
for example, one single foot consists of 30 separate parts!
2 I read that in your childhood home in Boston your family had a "collector´s
cabinet". What kind of things did you have in it?
All sorts of marvelous found objects: seedpods, seashells, skulls, rocks with crystals or
peculiar patterns (there was one with the distinct silhouette of a whale), egg cases (a
devil’s purse, for example), fungi, crabs, vertebrae, cicada, dried flowers and leaves, and
much, much more…
3 In the collectors´ cabinets of the 17th Century, it was quite common to
have these fantastic creations incorporating objects from the natural world
mixed with the man-made "artificial" worlds, worked into sought after
objects of desire. Do you see your work as a modern day continuation of
this?
I find endless inspiration in the aesthetic, scientific and cultural preoccupations of that
time period. Just as those collectors did, I constantly seek, and also hope to inspire,
curiosity and fascination.
4 Are you a compulsive hoarder?
I am a precision hoarder! I am very particular about the parts that I collect, although I do
keep a huge variety of materials in my studio. There’s a wall lined with hundreds of tiny
drawers, labeled with obscure things like: pewter bird feet, mouse bones, fish scales,
chrome spikes, umbrella tips…
I am always seeking new sources and hunting for treasures. The parts that I use are
eclectic and very specific.

5 Where do you get your bones from? Are these all "found objects"?
When I began, I used only bones that I (or my family and friends) had found. Now, I
supplement those with bones acquired from osteological suppliers. That is the type of
company that a school or a museum might use to get specimens. I also use a fair amount
of cast replicas in my work (for protected species.) Because of my background as a model
maker, I am able to do the molds and casts myself and keep a very tight rein over the
quality. The vast majority of viewers (including a few biologists and naturalists) have not
been able to tell what is real and what is not.
Sometimes there are instances where the origin of the bones is much more specific and
personal. "Happy" is the first of the beasts that was made to commemorate a specific pet,
using it's actual bones. It started with a conversation. At one of my openings, I was
talking to a couple of collectors. They told me about a pet they had once had, a cranky,
mean old dachshund, named Happy. The one person who still had a great fondness for
him was “Gramps,” who was equally ornery. One day, Gramps accidentally ran Happy
over with the car. They buried Happy in the backyard.
10 years later, they were walking around the property where their old house had once
stood. The bulldozers excavating the property had knocked over a huge old tree. When it
fell, the roots had unearthed Happy’s skeleton. It was lying on the ground, perfectly
intact. They decided that this dog was clearly meant to stay with them, somehow or other.
So they packed him up and put it in a closet. What a perfectly bizarre, wonderful tale (to
me, at least!) I told them that if they ever wanted to commission a piece from him, to let
me know. A year later, I began the piece, with only the instructions, “Make something
wonderful.”
6 Excluding actual artists, what would you say has had the most impact upon
your work?
In equal parts, research and whimsy. My work is what I would wish to see, but doesn’t
exist anywhere, so I had to make it myself.
7 Do you ever collaborate with your husband, Jared?
I often pose for Jared’s paintings, which is a collaboration of sorts. Generally, we often
share inspirations and challenges. We work in the same studio, so ideas bounce back and
forth all the time. We both share a love of times gone by, particularly the early 20th
century circus. It is quite fascinating to see how the same source material translates so
differently into our respective realms. For example, my recent circus animals, balancing
on balls, were partly inspired by a pair of Jared’s paintings. They are two luminous,
costumed ladies, floating upon circus balls in the darkness of a lake. Or, in another
instance, I made an elaborate harness on one of my creatures, which was reminiscent of
the bridle on one of his Equestrian paintings. Jared is also my sharpest-eyed critic.
Luckily, he’s brilliantly knowledgeable of animals, so it comes in handy.

8 How would you define your relationship with your creatures?
I think of them as pets and friends. That is why I name them, rather than “title” them. At
a certain point when building a new piece, they start to reveal their own unique
personality. They begin to breathe.
9 Could you tell me a little about the pieces which formed your last exhibition, the
Brass Menagerie?
My upcoming show, “Brass Menagerie” draws from the whimsical, decadent aesthetic of
the fin de siècle circus. There is a monkey in a cone shaped hat, balancing on a striped
circus ball. Another “balancing act” is performed by a dik dik (a tiny African antelope)
with one blue eye and one brown eye. A miniature doglike creature pulls a sideshow
chariot, as if in a midway parade. The menagerie, as a whole, creates narratives that are
delicate, grotesque and playful. This latest animal troupe sports plumes and ruffled
collars, caps and costuming, as they frolic, preen or display the spoils of their hunt.
The poses are, at once, startlingly familiar and yet mysterious. One feline is seen
grooming itself; its leather tongue is poised to lick its outstretched paw. Another
sheepishly carries a tiny two-headed bird in its jaws. It looks up at the viewer as if it's
been caught with a forbidden trophy. A bird appears to fan its wings of delicate dangling
chains, as if to dry the feathers after a swim. A dog gives sidelong glances from beneath a
starry hood, as if imploring the viewer to come out and play. “Brass Menagerie” is a
carnival of distinctive creations, its frolicsome fauna beckon you to see the show…

